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Elena DiMuzio

When I grow up I want to keep bees
In the summer the sun rises
over vast fields of thick, curly-headed yellow;
the bees make their heavy way back and forth.
I use smoke from a teakettle to calm them,
they murmur and mumble in their sleep.
I steal honey from my bees.
In the mornings honey sweetens the bread.
I sing and people say "ah! her voice
is sweet and heavy, like honey."
When you come to visit me, the bees will know.
I'll set the table with two cups and two spoons;
I'll pour the dark tea, and say "honey"
and slow, heavy, sliding honey will drip from the spoon.
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Jennisen McCardel

Five Chinese Riddles: Translations

1

& %

nian ji bu suan da,
Hu zi yi da ba,
shen chuan da pi ao,
gao shan ye neng pa.
Although his age is not counted large
I lis beard large has already become,
1 lis body wears a large jacket of skin,
And he crawls high in the mountains

2

*•£.*
Shen chuan pi ao bai you bai,
liang zhi er duo shu qi Iai,
ai chi Iou bo ai chi cai,
bcng beng tiao tiao duo ke ai.
On his body is a jacket, extremely white,
1 lis two ears standing quite upright,
Radishes and vegtablcs he loves eating,
Mow lovely when he is leaping!

2

3

t*,;

you hua bu neng cai,
you niao bu neng zhua,
you guo bu neng zhai.
you shu bu neng pa.
It has flowers that can't be picked.
It has birds that can't be caught.
It has fruit that can't be picked.
It has trees that can't be climbed.
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xiang niao bu shi niao,
hui fei bu hui jiao,
zhi yao feng yi ting,
ta jiu wang xia diao.
Like a bird, but a bird it's not,
It can fly, but it can't call.
As long as the wind is at a stop,
To the ground it will fall.

3

5

^s-^ra &,
gao gao ge er yi shen qing,
lian er jin huang xi ying ying,
tian tian xiang zhe tai yang xiao,
jie de guo shi shu bu qing.
Extremely tall body of green,
Golden-yellow face full of happiness,
Every day it smiles toward the sun,
The fruit that it bears is countless.

1 ^+
shan yang
goat

2 6%
bai tu
white rabbit

3 &
hua
picture

4
feng zheng
kite

5 b 9£
xiang ri kui
sunflower
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James Parr

Four Kitchen Scenes, or Rotting
I
The light falling into the kitchen
Is more sour than the left milk,
And the fruit is rotting painfully
While staring at the vase flowers.
They are older and now finished
With the business of decay.
2
When mothers die
Their children picture heaven
With every dour saint, but images
Are truer outside the mind:
A dark church in Virginia is bursting
With frail Lutherans.
3
The shaking titmouse by the window
Refuses the weight of nature,
Tears back the seed-husks,
Throws itself, its bones
Into the joy of consumption
Fully, brighdy.
4
Things die here:
Not all at once, not like a bullet
Through the heart of the antagonist,
But daily, minutely screaming,
Curdling from the bottom up.
The stink of milk and fruit
Speaks beyond the ash of tonight,
Another spent evening, and thusly
Sprung the fruit denies itself,
Denies and groans carelessly
Before the evening news.
5

James Parr

In Summer
Through the summer, these old men
Sit in favorite chairs
And lick the gin off ice-cubes,
Tell the same story three times, or seven,
And watch the night fall like a cripple
Into the bruise of evening.
My neighbors whom I've never seen
Like to fight with boredom,
Scream about weight-loss, cold dinners,
Lost pills or the wrong soap-purchase.
This is before they grind themselves together,
Making love then setting the alarm clock.
My father who lives north of Seattle
Has just retired, left his labor for others
And built a house to die in.
He enjoys graven images, cold beer, and short walks
As I do. These days he wakes up early
To strip his garden clean
Of its weeds and sometimes fruit.
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Brody Burroughs

Backbend
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Jamie Smith

rose mane
catholicized in the late forties
in a mission school back east
where the nuns slapped her
for speaking mandan
she worked in philly for a while
at a government office
only came home once a year for the sun dance
to have her vision quest
but Pennsylvania drove her halfway to crazy so she came back
to the dakotahs
and got into the new age movement
to keep herself from drinking.
"we mandans" she said "no, all us indians
it's a wonder we aren't all
mental"
she laughs across her tea, sending ripples shallow across the
surface tension
her hands are creased
brown as a paper bag that's weathered itself soft
hands she folded around her teacup, alternating one over the
other to take the chill out of her fingers while she told me the
story of herself
rose marie, she
fascinated me with that lilt of tongue, where the
mandan slipped its way in through the glottal d's
an abruption just inside her mouth, a stop solid on solid thud
and hollow stop
echoless and upturned, final on every syllable she mouthed,
her eyes laughed, she's building her own house now
up on the reservation, where she can see Bear Butte from her
kitchen window and laugh across her own cup of tea, across her
folded brown color-of-paper-bag hands, across her saged yard
clear to and beyond the BIA office, across fifty years of waiting
for her own becoming.
8

Amy Rich

Quilters
A sisterhood of calico and gingham,
They bend one-armed over their work,
Running tiny rows of stitches onto their needles
Then pulling the thread tight,
Its twists of cotton rumbling through fabric
Until the smooth layers pucker and deepen.
Their faces are quilted by years of mothering
And lard in every pie and cake;
They chat around the quilt frame,
Enjoying the glide of the needle
From front to back to front to back,
The shu-rup of heavy scissors
Through layers of cotton,
And the filtered light of the living room
Drawing everyone nearer.
Their fingers cut, tuck, and stitch Eden
From memories infused in their bone,
They search piles of reds, yellows, blues, and greens
For the divine combination
Needed to create a sanctuary
From long nights of piercing cold.
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Meghan Kenny

Uncle Gordon

I

never knew I had an Uncle Gordon until he sat down at our
table one night for dinner. Turns out he's the father of my
cousin Louise and we never talk about Louise. My mom says
she's bad news, and says Aunt Jeanne thinks she must do drugs.
She says, her boyfriends smoke like fiends and drive big trucks, and
make her nervous.
Uncle Gordon looks at the pots hanging above the cutting
block while my mom is taking stuff out from the oven and says,
boy, all that copper, have they ever fallen? My mom says, once the
whole damn rig, the white iron that's thin as wire holding them up
crashed. Came right out of the ceiling. He says, I bet it's loud, and
she puts the pork on top of the stove, takes off the hot mits and
says, excuse me? He says, I bet it's real loud. I tell him they fell
once while I was upstairs, and it sounded like thunder and pennies.
Uncle Gordon makes loud noises when he chews. He sucks on
his fingers and wipes them on his jeans. I can tell he's my father's
brother by the way he fixes his hair, itching his scalp like his fingers
are a comb. He has spots on his head and on the tops of his hands,
and I think he is older because the psoriasis is worse than my dad's,
and looks like poison ivy.
My dad comes home with a new pair of shoes and just stands
there, his arms at his sides, looking straight at Uncle Gordon. I say,
"dad", but he ignores me and Uncle Gordon's eating his pork chops,
being careful not to lose the meat on the tip of his fork when he
dips it in apple sauce. My dad says, Gordon it's been a while, and
Uncle Gordon tilts his head half way up like he's looking from
under the brim of a hat, and tells us it's been a hell of a long ti me.
Uncle Gordon stands and reaches his arm across the table to
shake hands but my dad keeps his arms at his sides and says, go
ahead Gordon, sit back down. My mom says, honey sit down and
eat something, and I say, dad I need the car tomorrow to go and
look for a prom dress with Angela. He says, that's fine but the
wipers are busted so if it's raining forget about it, and asks, why
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Angela can't drive her own car? I say, because, I never get to drive
and I have things to do before I pick her up that are on the way.
Uncle Gordon says, been a real long time, and you're only missing
some hair, that's all. I say, Angela coming here is always out of the
wa y. My dad says, o.k., fine, and I don't know if he's talking to me
or Uncle Gordon so I'm still looking at him. He nods his head and
says, as long as it's not raining, and my mom says, honey why don't
you sit down.
My dad takes off his coat and walks into the other room. He
hangs it over the sofa, and comes back to the kitchen and sits.
So we're sitting there, my cat between my father and me on the
church pew we use as a seat. My parents say it's from the church
they were married in, but it isn't. I just found this out and I've been
telling everyone it's only from the church my mom went to when
she was a kid. I guess when they were tearing the place down, my
grandparents got a bench and shipped it But I don't tell Uncle
Gordon and he goes, now that's something to have in your kitchen,
where'd you pick that up? My mom says, it's from the church we
were married in, and Uncle Gordon says, Yeah I remember those
pews. Hard as hell on my ass sitting through that ceremony. And I
think he's a real idiot.
Right then my dad isn't eating and he's staring at the candle
flame in the middle of the table. Uncle Gordon says to my dad, Phil
we need to talk. My dad doesn't move and says, I don't want any
part of this. Uncle Gordon tells him he just needs to clear a few
things up, that they need to communicate. My dad says, there's
nothing to clear up anymore. Uncle Gordon says, about mom and
pop, and my dad slaps his hand down on the table and says, it's all
over Gordo, I don't have the time, not for this, and shakes his head.
Uncle Gordon starts asking questions. He asks for a drink and
if I have a boyfriend. I don't say anything, and my mom starts in on
that cute redheaded boy Jonathan in the neighborhood and I say,
it's nobody's business. My father gets up to fix a drink and says,
what'll you have? With corn stuck on his chin and a mouthful,
Uncle Gordon says, I'll have a bourbon with ice, lots of ice, if you
have crushed ice that would do the trick, and turns to me and says
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he can tell I'm a toughy and bets I'm a heartbreaker. He tells me he
thinks I'd look all right in a baby blue dress for the dance, and I
should get something to match my eyes. That ifl got the right blue
it'd do magic, and he wouldn't mind a picture of his niece to show
around.
My father clinks bottles. I say to Uncle Gordon, shut up, you
don't know anything, and my mom says watch it, and says to Uncle
Gordon, she's just in a mood. So I tell her to stick it because I don't
know this Uncle Gordon, and he has no right, so why should I care.
I say, he's a sicko to come here and want my prom picture to show
people, and there's just something not right about that.
My dad drops a glass and says, Jesus and shit and throws the
broken glass in the trash compacter. He turns that and the faucet
on and washes his hands with Ajax. My dad, he's always washing
his hands. My mom says, "well, it's a good thing it was another
cheap one."
Uncle Gordon is laughing hard like this is funny and I want to
kick his shin under the table and tell him to fuck off. He starts
saying how I'm a doozie; boy am I a handful, and my father puts a
drink to the right of Uncle Gordons plate and sits. Uncle Gordon
drinks and says, "now this hits the spot." My dad says, I can't
believe you're still drinking that stuff and Uncle Gordon says, why
stop now? It can't do anything it hasn't already d one.
My dad asks where he is living because last he heard it was in
Vermont in a trailer. Uncle Gordon takes another sip and starts
waving his hand around like he's going to get to his answer after he
swallows. He chews on some ice and says, oh I don't know, here
and there and looks at me again with that tilted hat head look. He
says, "So this redhead, I bet he has a temper. They say redheads are
hot tempered and fast" I say, there is no redhead and the temper
thing is a lie. He says, his name's Jonathan, right? That's not a bad
name, I bet they call him Jon. I say, no they don't, maybe you
should just quit it and shut up. My dad says, that's enough, and
tells Uncle Gordon he should really watch it because I'm a young
lady. Uncle Gordon nods and smiles and still looking at me says, I
was actually thinking about living in Florida. I've been thinking
about living a lot of places.
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My mom asks Uncle Gordon what the booze has already done,
and Uncle Gordon says, my liver's shot and there's no getting
around it. My dad tells him he deserves it and deserves a lot of
things. Uncle Gordon puts his napkin on the table and says, oh,
come on now, fair's fair but I don't deserve your lip when I drop in
to say hello and goodbye after all this time. My dad says, you
deserve your liver and my lip because you disappeared before
anyone could get to you. Uncle Gordon tells him maybe now isn t
the time. My dad says, this is the time, because it sounds like there
won't be another, and tells him he's not going to talk anything out
with him. He says, there's no working things out between us
Gordon, but I will say what I want, because you're in my house and
no one asked you here.
My dad shoves servings the size of golf balls in his mouth and
chews his food slow and hard. His jaw is clicking and 1 hear it
sitting next to him. The doctor told him that would happen in
times of stress. My mom says, I can hear that over here, maybe you
should take smaller bites, but he says, I think 1 can manage.
The last time his jaw was clicking was when he backed out of
the garage with the car door open and took it clean off. He had to
be at the airport that day to go to California for meetings, and then
went to look for a pencil in my backpack to write down the service
garage's number and found a pack of cigarettes and a note from Tyler
from math class saying how he gets hard when he thinks about my
tits. That day, when I got home from school 1 found him in front of
the T.V., his mouth opened a crack, and he was talking real slow.
He said he started to yawn, and his jaw got stuck. He needed me to
find out what kind of doctor handled these things because it hurt
in the left of his mouth, and it was too much to walk around.
Uncle Gordon says, That's not really sounding so hot, Phil,
how is it your mouth is going bad? My dad keeps chewing and takes
a sip of wine. My mom says, it's stress Gordon, it goes away. Uncle
Gordon says, God, 1 don't mean to put stress on you, Phil, but
maybe if we just squared things away your mouth would stop doing
that. My dad shakes his head, puts his fork down and says, Look,
you say what you have to say. Just get it out because I m sick of
this. You get it out and then we'll see where things go.
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I m thinking Uncle Gordon, I don't care about him, but I want
to know u hat s going on because my dad's getting real worked up,
and then my mom says, maybe you two should go and sit in the
family room. My dad says, no, this is for everyone to hear. Uncle
Gordon tells us things weren't his fault as much as Aunt Jeanne
says, and that he doesn't deserve to be treated like he's a crook. My
mom says, I don t want to get involved, but if Jeanne knew you
were here, knowing you were talking like this, she'd come after you
with her rifle. Uncle Gordon says, what's she doing with a weapon?
And my mom says, it's in case those boys Louise dates act up, and
in case she ever finds you standing on her front porch.
Uncle Gordon says, see, she thinks I took her money when I
left, but I only took what was mine, but now I have nothing
because she spread some word around and I haven't been able to
get anything decent to support myself. My dad says, I can't help
you Gordon and there's no money for you in mom and pop's will.
My mom says, that terrible, and gets up and throws the food left on
her plate down the disposal. My dad says, no dear, it's not terrible,
and she says, it's not? He says, no it's not, and she says, oh.
I ask Uncle Gordon why he left in the first place and if he knows
about Louise and her boyfriends. He says, because, a long time ago
it was a real bad situation and the marriage was rotten and no, I
don't know about Louise's boyfriends. I say, that's too bad, and tell
him he s better off not knowing anything. Uncle Gordon says.
everyone's better off not knowing anything in this world.
Uncle Gordon finishes his drink, puts his napkin on the table,
and says, I better get on the road. He stands and knocks back his
chair, and my mom is startled. She jumps and coughs trying to
dislodge the food stuck half-swallow down her throat.
Uncle Gordon yanks up his pants, retucks in his shirt and puts
back the chair. He says, good to meet you, and reaches across the
table to shake my hand. I don't move. He says, I wish I knew a girl
like you, you sure are feisty, I would've come for dinner sooner if I
would've known. And my mom says, Gordon, she's just in a mood.
Uncle Gordon says maybe he'll come back in a couple years and
take me for a drink. I say, don't bother. My dad says to him, take
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our jumper cables if you need to, and my mom gives him some
banana bread wrapped in tinfoil for the road.
We sit at the table. I hear a car barely start up, and gravel spit
in the driveway as he pulls ouL No one says anything. My dad
reaches for the butter and knocks over his wine glass. It breaks and
stains the green placemat purple. He says, Jesus, and gets up for
some paper towels. He turns on the water, and just like Uncle
Gordon, fixes his hair like his fingers are a comb.
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Grant Wiggins

The Acid Test
From the distant cliff of an endless canyon
A balloonman is waving a white kerchief
To the world. He is hoping
To attract the attention of
The happy-go-lucky tourists
On the other side.
He is hoping to get these people out of their campers
So that they will witness the full effect
Of his endeavor.
"Ladies and gentlemen . .. men . .. men . • •»
The balloonman calls from far beyond,
"To commemorate this day . . . day ... day ...,
I will float across ... cross ... cross ...
This wide divide ... ide .. . ide ...
With the graceful help ... help ... help ...
Of these seventy-three helium balloons . .. balloons ....
I will float across this canyon... canyon...
To where you are parked... arked . ..arked...,
Where we will sing, together . .. together ..
From the Great Book of Hymns .. . Hymns ... Hymns ..
The balloonman then unties himself
From the rock, lets the balloons carry him
Away into the ether, free from the weight of the world.
Below,
Families in their campers reach
For their binoculars, nonplussed
By the strange feat attempted
Above.
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Some moments pass: the balloonman is more
Aware of his continual ascent,
Gazing into the unfathomable petrous
Deep. He is halhway across the canyon,
Half-way into the skies,
But will sail no more:
For a great purple bird soars forth from the forest
Out of nowhere, one could say—
And dives down upon the balloonman,
Tears each balloon
One by one
Until the fated sojourner
Falls and falls and falls, crying,
"Finitude!.. . Alas!... Alas!"
On his way down, all the way down.
Having seen this,
The innocent tourists return
To their campers.
They drive away,
Secredy, without a word,

As if
Nothing has happened
At all.
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Kayte Brauer

Sestina
for Dick Mellinger
Memory keeps in boxes.
This one's easy.
Your tastes were
out of style
even in those days.
It was spring,
1978. Gift snakes sprung
from candy boxes
on birthdays
with ease,
the same style
where
by you were
prepared to spring
through turnstiles,
hands full of boxes,
the easy
grin of a man dazed
(which, for days,
you were).
It wasn't easy
last spring
packing your dreams in boxes,
styling
our lives to still
days
of coffin boxes
where
the only springy
ease
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was the diseased
"lifestyle"
from which you sprung
lackadaisical,
wearing
boxing
gloves for daywear,
slumped over a boxspring
with stylish ease.
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Gregory Brown

Morning in Sarah's Room
(feeling good was good enough for Sarah)
A minimalist bagatelle
Notes to die Performer
• Repeat each measure as many times as "necessary," feeling
free to skip a section or more, but returning to play it later.
• Play the last two measures in order.
• Be sure to maintain a sense of growth and forward motion.
•Crescendo from an initial pp to a final ff, allowing for
appropriate swells within.
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David Gaddis

A Story for You

"I

have a story for you."
Even in the doorway's shadowed interior I fancied I
could discern a sudden flicker in the boy's furtive eyes.
The opening stretched imperceptibly wider as he leaned into the
porchlight, thin white fingers curling around the heavy frame.
"Are you honest?"
"...I am honest. I do not stammer, or pause. My only fabrica
tion is the exotic and mysterious thing I will carry in here with me,
and for you..."
Her cheeks puckered in a whistling intake of breath. Startled
by the intensity of need in that white face, I dimly realized that I
had no idea whether the doorman was a boy or girl. Quite apart
from me, my voice continued in level, imperturbable tones.
"For you. But for Mr. Marmoset first. Will you let me come see
him?"
And my way was wide open. Lamp after guttering lamp
travelled past me, illuminating blurry ovals of wallpaper against the
smokey dark. I could only pick out faded pieces of a pattern; some
woodland scene? A hunter? When vision failed 1 pursued the
irregular click-clack of the doorperson's polished boots, the slight,
red-coated form sometimes illuminated, sometimes not, as she halfwalked, half-skipped down the unfamiliar hall.
Before I knew it was there, 1 slid through the heavy folds of a
curtain and was precipitated into the waiting room. My guide stood
expectandy in the middle of the floor, under the ceiling's high
dome. The gray and undistinguished crowd was scattered across
the huge and echoing chamber, some standing in clusters, some
sprawled on cushions in various attitudes of despair and resignation.
Some listless eyes flickered over me and then returned to their
occupation. There were so many of them; I had not thought there
would be so many.
There, in a small group gathered around a single cigarette, 1
saw one I knew. I lowered my head, but not quickly enough; he was
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already cutting across the floor in short, quick strides, his voice
arresting my progress:
Lucey! You, Mr. Lucey! You were with me at Swarthmore, in
Pennsylvania."
"That's right. How are you, Stetson?"
What you see is what you get," he shrugged with a cheery
nonchalance. He was still alive, at least. I had not remembered his
hair being so thin and dull, or his stoop quite so pronounced. The
gray poverty of the others had settled on him just as strongly,
lending almost the same anonymity. But from beneath th e new,
deep creases and half-grown beard his face still projected a familiar
eagerness not entirely quenched by his miserable situation.
"It's, ah, for your information, Professor Stetson now, though."
He grinned uncertainly and shoved his hands in his pockets.
That s why I'm with this, ah, rather unkempt bunch, waiting on
the very good master of the house."
"How long has it been for you?"
"Oh, dear. Some months, certainly. A very long time with
nothing to...chew on, if you understand me? Nothing to read,
nothing to argue for, no...critical analysis...mmm. We are very
hopeful, though," he added in a confidential tone.
Very hopeful. We firmly believe that any day now we may be
graced with a...textual release...A very exciting prospect! The
anticipation simply..." His jaw began to work energetically back
and forth, releasing a shiny trickle of liquid down his chin. I firmly
pressed his hand, offered my most sincere encouragements, and left
him standing there. I passed through the academics, and not to one
was my deep and secret purpose apparent.
The pageboy-girl was waiting for me at a small iron gate. She
fished a keyring from her pocket and furrowed her brow as she
slowly selected one from the bundle, a faintly iridescent gold key. A
low murmur stirred from the crowd behind us as she fitted it into
the lock; as she turned it and swung the gate open, ushering me
quickly in ahead of her, it rose.
"They're letting him through."
"He's coming through?"
"Him?"
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"Who is he?"
She nimbly slammed the gate shut after us. 1 ducked my head
and stumbled down the narrow flight of steps as fast as 1 safely
could. A high keening from a hundred throats followed us. But
after every tight and treacherous turn it grew more distant. We
were enveloped in a deep and subterranean darkness. My labored
breathing seemed the loudest thing in the world. 1 reached out and
steadied myself against the curved ceiling's cold earth.
"Page? Page. Is this where Mr. Marmoset lives?"
I could barely see the dim figure that emerged from around the
next bend. But her cool, insistent hand curled into mine and drew
me further down.
"I hope you are leading me to him, page..." 1 was barely aware
of my weak mumbling. "Remember that 1 promised you a story.
Remember the story."
A vague, sourceless light began to gather itself around us,
slowly growing in intensity the farther we walked. There was some
luminous property to the earth itself. I could not tell you how deep
we were, or how long we had walked. But here it was, the ending.
The steps disappeared altogether; the tunnel narrowed gradually,
closing upon a porthole some three feet in diameter. Opening, it
released a tantalizing trail of warm, scented air; riding on it came a
piano's light tinkle with a lilting, melancholy voice.

"All of me..."
Sliding through, I was ejected into another place altogether. It
was almost enough to make me forget how long and how far I had
come. How many weary travellers ever find such a reception? How
many find their way out of the cold and into the very cushioned
heart of voluptuousness, its beating muffled and soft but strong,
deep within the world?
"Why not just take all of me..."
Its breath surrounded me, lapped against me, caressed my form
and floated away again. A thousand cushions spilled over one
another in overlapping shades and variations on red: carmine,
Vermillion, burgundy, purple, from deep to deepest. I cannot say
how large the interior was; if there were walls behind the elaborate
play of veils and curtains, they had been lost in the flickering
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shadow. Waves of heat from golden braziers lent the room a fluid,
uncertain depth.
"Can't you see..."
The shreds and tendrils of darkness at play with the fabric's
filmy shine found their nucleus in the throne that sat at the center
of the room's confusion. There are many varieties of blackness.
There is the simple absence of light There are subtle shades and
spells of it that lend the visible a quality rich in suggestion. There is
the velvet opulent black of hats and funeral gowns. All of these
can be heaped under the term "black". But blackest of all is that
black which takes on an insistently physical life of its own. I am
thinking of tar, of vinyl easy chairs, of the sluggish film of grease
that coats the top of one's coffee. This is what pulsed before me on
the great couch that night.
"I'm no good without you."
"Thank you, Zoe. That was lovely." The voice, not without a
kind of melodious rise and fall of its own, swam from the depths of
the darkness and interrupted the tune. Somewhere behind the
curtains a piano's cover slid shut. The page doffed her cap with a
flourish and bowed low.
"Yes? Who visits my chambers?"
"A man with a story," piped the page. "A new story."
Something detached itself from the couch and cushions and
leaned forward in fascination. Just then, a shaft of silver light
descended from overhead, from an opening in the ceiling that had
been previously invisible. How long did it have to run to reach the
clear night air? By whatever trick of angles, at that moment the
moon managed to find its way to Mr. Marmoset.
What can I compare him to? Mr. Marmoset came into the
world of no particular race, no acknowledged physical type; his sex,
even, is only incidentally relevant. But make no mistake, he would
stand out in a crowd. Compare him to an eclipse. There is a
phosphorescent quality to his gently luminous skin, like ivory; and
a shadowed quality to his strange face. You see, he is neither white
nor black—I speak in racial terms now—but in the mix of humanity,
elements of both somehow settled in certain places. His hairless
body is, as far as I know, completely pale—apart from his hands,
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two small, pitch-black hands, as if dipped in an inkwell—and his
face. His round face turns, by degrees, to a subtle, silvery brown in
the middle, reaching its full intensity at the very tip of his shiny
black nose. Given his unusual complexion, his sea-green eyes are
made to seem very bright, almost preternaturally arresting. Think
of a Siamese cat. Yes, that's it—exactly like a Siamese cat.
"There are, as far as I know, no new stories left"
"I have one in my possession. I have carried it in me through
cities and fields, across the snowy wastes, through trackless forests,
and carried on even when I thought I had lost the path an J
would live to my old age wandering among the trees; in the
score hing heat of the sun and through places where there was no
light. Through all this this story has been like a burning coal
clenched in my breast. To every traveller I met, my lips were shut
tight. No-one has heard this story before. No-one will ever hear it
but you."
His bright eyes were unreadable.
"Dee."
The page turned her face up from the ground. He waved her
awa y with a single paw, not even looking in her direction. She
slowly got to her feet and climbed through the porthole. Inadvert
ently, for an instant, I met her gaze. Forgive me, I would have said.
But I was not at liberty to say what I should.
"Mister..."
"Lucey."
"Mr. Lucey. Why, that's a familiar name. I put to you one
question. Do you know what a story is ?"
"I do. A story is a story. It is not necessarily a novel, a poem, or
an epistolary narrative. It is not a text. It cannot in its essence be
sliced, diced, filed, folded or otherwise analyzed. It can mean; but
that is not the heart of its nature. It can be spoken about; but its
mysterious power can never, ever, be explained.
He hummed softly to himself.
"You've put it very nicely. In fact, I rather admire your
vehemence on the subject. But that is exacdy why I find your
claim...difficult to accept. There are a thousand things out there
masquerading as stories. But stories, stories as you speak of
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them...their day is quite gone. People simply lost the appreciation.
Do you remember..."
He smiled distantly.
"'In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The
earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the
deep; and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.' Those
first, spine'tingling, mysterious statements are still with us in a pale
sense. But only that. You forgot to read them for what they were.
A strange and beautiful...story. And so they were taken back."
He stroked his stomach and grinned a wide, repulsive grin. I
fought down a surge of loathing.
"My story...my story may not be of that calibre. But I assure
you, it is a story. It is the one you never found."
The lights flickered and dimmed for a moment, as if in
sympathy.
"Once upon a time."
"Those are the best stories of all," he trilled.
"Once upon a time, there was a certain man in the world. This was
a man not quite like any other; his origins are shrouded in mystery.
Perhaps they are unimportant. One thing, one thing above all, distin
guished him from everv other man in the world: his strangely marked
face. His name was Mr...Marmalade.''
"What a thoroughly unusual name. You have a facility for
naming, I think."
"And once upon that same time, there was an author. There have
been better authors. This one wrote a variety of stories, none of them
successful, until he hit upon a very marketable ability for writing
detective novels. Many of them, series after detective series, with little to
recommend to the serious reader; but in interludes, to those who cared
enough to see it, there might creep through a certain quality of imagina
tion. A fine, understated sensitivity. There was a line or two that might
linger in your mind if you let it, and it would leave a taste that was sweet
and sad His name was Ferdinand Lucey.
"Mr. Lucey and Mr. Marmalade may never even have met. Their
stories only barely intersect, and this is how it came about.
"Mr. Marmalade was a monster."
"Oh! Thrilling!"
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"He may have had parents who loved him. He may have once had,
buried deep in his frozen heart, the human capacity to appreciate beauty
and leave it intact. But to the world, his appalling and brutal actions
were to prove once and for all that he did not deserve the name of a
human being. And this is the kind of monster he was.
"Mr. Marmalade was a devourer.
"He was the most hideous kind of cannibal. He did not devour mere
flesh. He devoured everything that might have been noble arid fine in
humanity. Everything that brought our existence up from the wretched and
gave us a hint of something beyond our miserable state. Mr. Manrudade
devoured the world's stories."
"The beast," he gasped.
"He did more than that. Not only did he devour stories, entire
volumes, leaving the spines of Shakespeare and The Arabian Nights
gutted in heaps on library floors. Having destroyed every fairy tale, every
romance, every detective story ever set down on paper, he squatted on
the mountain of carcasses and wondered what to do next He decided to
perform a more lasting rape. He would devour something more mtan'
gible this time, more vital: the capacity to create stories at all. He
stretched inky fingers into people's slumbering brows and plucked it out,
bloody, unused to the air, and crammed it down his gullet.
"Ferdinand Lucey was to write more after this catastrophe. Hardly
any of his readers even noticed the change. They picked up his novels for
other things, after all, for the sardonic wit, the violence, the monotonous
theme of bloody retribution. None of that had left his work. But the quiet
beauty beneath it all, the secret soul that would tentatively emerge at the
least expected times, was forever absent A light had gone out of his eye.
And I think, on some level, he knew what had been done to him
Because when he lay on his deathbed, a tired and confused old man, he
pulled his only son very close to him. And with his last exhalation of
breath he whispered in his ear. 'AVENGE ME.
" 'Avenge me.' These words would never stop echoing in the boy s
young mind. Kneeling by his father s bedside, gripping the hand that was
slowly growing cold, he felt something new growing within him, like a
black sun, radiating its secret and terrible power. Only he had understood the unique and delicate beauty in his father's work; only he had felt
it when it left. He knew what had happened. He was not a writer and
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now nught never be. But he knew that he had one story in his turbulent
heart waiting to see daylight. One story, meant for only one listener.
"And he travelled with it then. He carried it in him through cities
and fields, across the snowy wastes, through trackless forests, and
carried on even when he thought he had lost the path and would live to
his old age wandering among the trees; in the scorching heat of the sun
and through places where there was no light. Through all this, the one
story was like a burning coal clenched in his breast. To every traveller he
met, his lips were shut tight.
"How much of his life did he spend this way ? Even he could not have
said. He knew that when he had set out on his journey he had been a
boy, and by the time he reached the country to which the monster had
retreated, yes, and stood at the very door of his lair waiting for an answer
to his knock, he was a man. He entered by a stratagem, speaking glibly
while his thoughts were deep and secret. He knew that in a world
without stones, a man people thought might have one could go anywhere.
He passed silently through the hallway and the waiting room; there he
saw one he knew, but avoided him. He passed through the academics,
who spent their waking lives licking their chops in the hope that the
devourer might one day regurgitate a single shred of story, and not to one
was his deep and secret purpose apparent. He passed through a tunnel,
and it was narrow and dark, and ran far beneath the earth He
despaired that he might be buried there, and never find the release his
story demanded. But the tunnel ended, and at last he stood in Mr.
Marmalade's secret chamber, the hole into which the beast had crawled
to sit upon the thousands of stories tightly coiled in his gut.
"And then moon sent a shaft of light, and for the first time in his life
he saw the monster's face.
"And he said, I have a story for you.
"And the monster said, Tell me your story, so that I may devour it
too.
"And the man told his story. For his father's sake, it was a story
about revenge.
"And the man finished his story, and reached into his coat..." I
reached into my coat.
"It's a bomb!", he hurbled in rapture.
"No...no, it was a knife," I interjected, somewhat flustered. 1
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drew the knife out of my coat and waved it slowly in front of his
face. It caught the moonlight once. His eyes followed it with a
glassy, vacant expression.
".. .and drew out a knife. And he slit the monster from gullet to
groin and gutted him like a fish, digging deep to where the stories were
packed like eggs. And he grabbed them in handfuls and put them in his
pockets to take back to the world.The boy had left as an
executioner...and would return as a hero."
"Is that the end?"
"Yes, it is."

He sighed slowly, with profound satisfaction.
"My boy, I cannot thank you enough. You are a superlative
storyteller. I had honestly thought I had them all inside me, and I
would never again know the thrill of hearing a tale to which 1 did
not know the ending. And the irony of it! The one story I overlooked was my own."
"And mine." I could barely keep my voice from shaking.
"I know, dear boy, I know. And you chose to give it to me. In
my very long life, it is perhaps the most beautiful gesture I have
ever seen...of forgiveness. And I will give you something back.
With one hand on his upper lip and one on his jaw, he
stretched his mouth impossibly wide. A musty odor escaped, as of
some thing long locked up. He drew in a deep breath, inflating his
body like a balloon, and let out a soft exhalation that seemed
somehow louder than anything in the world. Wearily, he collapsed
back on the couch, seeming somehow smaller.
"Fly away, little birds..." he breathed. "Fly away."
"Where are they?" I shook him violently. "Where did they
go?" He was limp and unresisting. I caught one last glimpse of him,
a sm irk playing between his cheeks like that of some overgrown
cherub, his heavy-lidded eyes regarding me with some small kind of
compassion as they drooped lower, lower. And then the lights went
out.
I was left suddenly clutching nothing but air, my eyes bulging
in vain against the black, my knife lost in the confusion and
nowhere in reach. Mr. Marmoset may as well have never been
more substantial than the filmy curtains I tangled myself in, the
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avalanche of cushions I stumbled over, swinging my fists at
nothing, sobbing incoherent threats, tears streaming down my face
in rage and humiliation. At last I lost my balance for good and fell
on my face. There, buried in the warm and suffocating softness, I
had a moment to reflect upon my situation.
Rising slowly and carefully, I took a long, deep breath and,
hands reaching in front of me, taking measured, deliberate steps,
walked forward as best I could in a straight line. I ignored the
plush, uncertain surface beneath my feet and the veils that
slithered over my face. I tried not to think about how far beneath
the earth I was, or what might be still in the room with me,
breathing silently and following my movements with large, noctur
nal eyes. My outstretched palms came into contact with something
solid.
Sighing in relief, I eased myself against the wall, my cheek on
its cold clay. I was in a real place after all. It had limits; it could be
navigated. Keeping my hands firmly against its surface, I moved
slowly to my left, following it until I reached a corner, following
that until my fingers discovered a hatch and managed to pry it
open, exhaling a faint chill and the heavy order of earth. I eagerly
began to climb into it, but found myself frozen in doubt Was it the
same door I had entered by? Or were the walls honeycombed with
them, and each one a passage to new confusions? When I came
this way the first time, 1 had a guide. I had a purpose.
It came to me then that I was utterly lost, more lost than I had
ever been before. I could not bear the thought of further trials, now
of all times, when the only real thing left to me was my terrible,
crushing exhaustion. What would I have to face to reach the
surface? What right would I have to walk in the sun again? My
knees began to give beneath me, and I followed them willingly.
I should have died then. I should have curled up on the floor
and waited for the darkness to swallow me completely. But a small,
cool hand curled into mine, lifted me, and led me with a quiet,
insistent pull. I was guided slowly and perpetually up, rounding
turn after turn, the yielding earth under my feet shifting to stone,
to tile, the click of my footsteps echoing to darkness never lifted.
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Not until the very end, when a gende push sent me out into the
evening streedight and cold, clean air. I slowly tured to face my
saviour, only to find the door already closed behind me.
And so I come back to the world.
I have thought long and hard, and concluded there is no
reason for regret. Should I let myself fall empty for having no story
in me, when I live in a country of them? They slip in and out of
sight around me, half-formed and half-finished, beginnings and
endings lost in the confusion of their interweaving. An apple I buy
at the market has a dark and special lustre to it. Looking closer, I
discover the reflective streaks and whorls of an ancient calligraphy.
An ambulance speeds past me to an unknown emergency, and I am
surprised by the inexplicable twinge of guilt the siren's wail triggers
in my heart. A clean-cut young man sits next to an elegant young
woman on a park bench. He kisses her tenderly and opens his coat
A ferret's head emerges and peers at the world as if for the first
time. In the small hours of the morning, a woman leans out the
window opposite mine and buries a little bundle of cloth in her
flowerbed. She carefully replaces the little bundle of cloth in her
flowerbed. She carefully replaces earth and carnations, looks
around, and cries, Gypsies took my baby! A meteor fell at dusk last
night, and the sky deepened to a shade I could not name. Do not
think I take these things as omens. The fascination comes from
knowing how just how little they have to do with me. Am I a
detective, that I should pursue these stories that are nothing of
mine? No, I prefer to let the tingle of potential they inspire remain,
never asking what is happening or why. And shall I speak of
endings, when every morning I rise to meet the sun's golden crown?
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Spencer Parsons

In Quotation Marks
I sat down to write a post-modern poem,
thinking wit and verbal dexterity would show 'em
that such a thing could indeed be done
without self-consciousness or one
reference to Foucault, Derrida, or Lacan.
And I didn't do all that poorly, I reckon,
despite the exclusion of popular culture
(which post-moderns, I hear, feed on like vultures),
so here to you I present de-constructed,
this verse which from my mind just erupted:

So there! say I, hope you enjoyed it
and trust that you'll see some way to employ it:
an allusion, perhaps, in a work of your own,
which I can then quote, all pretenses blown
away, as I say, or bray, nay, PRAY!
I am a post post modern today!!
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Spencer Parsons

Longest Distance Between Two Points
When we arrived at the truck stop
(emphasis on "stop"),
Maggie and I debated the virtues of
Booths or counter seats.
A booth would give us a better view.
Big'haired, big-boned girls and their
Stringy, oily boyfriends discussed their
Future wistfully, expectantly,
And overheard, half-muttered
Conspiracies floated for a moment, then
Dissipated thinly into
Grease and fumes.
So we had contests to
Spot the most shapes
And faces in fragrant clouds of
Cigar smoke that curled up from
An overused Bakelite ashtray
And guessed at the age of our
Waitress, Elva, who explained
She "might be a tad grumpy this
Evening," since her religion had
Stricdy mandated celibacy
For the next six months.
We told her we understood
and could empathize
(though religion had little to do with it).
I'm not certain we knew
Where we were at the time.
In Maine, it seems every place is
farther away than it should be.
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